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A edWXV `W �� ZddkV hV onl\ 
abou� 5� inches �B 5 centi· 
meters� long bur already has 
Udbofnhs`ald ed`WXUdV `nc 
shape- The fetus lies wi�hin 
Wgd `mnhoWhb V`b `nc hV 
`WW`bgdc Wo Wgd Udl`WhYdl\ 
large placenta by the umbili� 
cal cord- 

The placenta is �he physical 
lhnk adWZddn moWgdU `nc 
child- Through it rhe 
maternal and fetal blood 
bhUbXl`WhonV pUoYhcd ` edWXV 
ZhWg dYdU\Wghnf hW nddcV Wo 
develop and grow- The 
WU`nVedU adWZddn m`WdUn`l 
`nc edW`l bhUbXl`WhonV obbXUV 
Ln Wgd mWdUYhlloXV Vp`bd, 
which is filled with maternal 
blood- Eicroscopic projec� 
WhonV eUom Wgd pl`bdnW`, 
called villi� allow the fetal 
bhUbX�`bhon Wo d[bg`nfd 
chVVolYdc o[\fdn `nc b`U· 
aon cho[hcd `V Zdll `V 
nXWUhdnWV `nc Z`VWdV. 

Aaby-

H was ten when he was born and H 

remember everything- The screams� the 

blood� the messy living room of my 

house not meant for childbirth- Ey 

mother cried- Ey father said� 

I ehm`kky g`ud ̀  rnm-
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~ 

Ge
s growing� soft bones ---
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Ey father died two years later- Ge and 

my mother got into a fight XtypicalZ 

while H hid with Bames in the laundry 

room- Ge left in his car- Two hours 

later a cop showed up on our doorstep- 

Gigh speed car accident- 

Pqnmntmbdc cd`c nm rbdmd- 

H ndYdU Ud`ll\ kndZ \oX. 
MoW Ud`ll\. 
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H wore a red dress to the funeral- Meople 

H didn
t know pinched Bames
s cheeks� 

kissed his forehead� hugged my mother-

Wg`s r ghr m`ld? an old woman asked- H 

adjusted him in my lap-

\`ldr+itrs khjd ly c`ccy- 
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Shouting gun 

Gn they run 


Through the endless grey 


Nnv-

Ee> Well H
m much older- Ey 

mother
s house�hell� drug infested� so 

much sadness- H didn
t think H could 

ever escape Xor ifl shouldZ� but H did- 

H always wanted to go to Das Vegas- 

@lways dreaming ofDas Vegas- 

H promised him H would come back for 

him- H never made it to Vegas- H Mever 
went back for him- 

Splitting-
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Ey mother changed- Meople would 

come by the house and say they were 

sorry for her 

XlossZ 

Cid she really miss my father> 

Xso many fightsZ 

She started working three jobs and told 

me H could handle taking care ofBames 

on my own- H was his big sister- 

Aig sister� after all- 

Fo choice� really- 

Really> 
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Eother> 

Stranger now 
are his eyes to this mystery 

Ge hears the silence so loud 
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Nnv-

H didn
t leave because H needed to 

protect myself Erom the chaos- 

H was fine� H could take care ofmyse0£ 

EW was Bames that needed to be rescued 
from the chaos- Erom my mother- 

Ge was mine- Where was H> 
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t 
n1so 

The @natomy of 

it @ll-
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T`jd ` knnj sn sgd rjy itrs adenqd ynt chd- 

Is
r sgd k`rs shld ynt vhkk- 

Bames is seven years old and we are 

listening to a rock station in the car H 

borrowed from my uncle to go to the 

store-

I knud sghr rnmf! Bames says as he turns up 

the volume and sings- 

H wonder how he knows the song but H 

don
t say anything- H watch his face 

light up and for once H feel like he is 

truly happy- 

X
X�chromoeome Gne of the two sex BGRGEGSoEDS in the 

cells of human beings �the other is the Y�chromosome�- @ 
person with two X�chromosomes in each pair is female-

X rays @ form of electromagnetic radiation with high 
energy and short wavelength� and with the ability to pene� 
trate soft tissues- X rays arc invisible� but they affect 
photographic film� and so can be used to "photograph" the 
interior of the body and its structures- 

y
Y �chromosome Gne of the two sex BGRGEGSGEDS in the 

cells of human beings- @ person with one Y�chromosome 
and one X�chromosome in each pair is male- 

S0·r1~gpl
 qy
(
 +M 

RWU`nfdU noZ 

STRANGER now 
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Where do we go> 
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SWW-99L00LPW QTY 

RWU`nfdU noZ 

RSQAMF<Q noZ 
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Nnv-

H often think of the scar on the right leg 

of my baby brother and how my mother 

hit me for abandoning him� said she 

would kill me- 

H did blame myself- EW was my fault for 

leaving him to cross the street by 

himself-

Ge was mine� after FQQ-



----- 
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\W����1c����11�� U�����4 

WoW�� 

Ey mother�drunk one day� her clothes 

stained and ragged on her thin body- 

Hd
kk mdudq kd`qm sn ok`y sg`s sghmf- 

Fever learn- 

Fever learn- 

Fever-

Xold guitar� new stringsZ 

She kicks the coffee table over by 

accident� spilling my open paints on the 

dirty carpet- H try to pick them up�save 

what
s left- 

Bames keeps strumming in the corner- 

Ge doesn
t know how to play just yet� 

but he
s getting there- 

ld`Unhnf. 
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Wg`s `ants D`c? 

@nger-

Bigarettes-

Thick� black mustache- 

Wgdqd hr gd mnv? Bames asks- 

H think about this question so long H can 

tell he is getting impatient- Ge touches 

my knee as we sit on the hot pavement 
of our driveway- 

Ynt jmnv sgd `mrvdq sn sg`s+ J`ldr- 

Hd`udm? Ge smears pink sidewalk chalk 

on his tiny face with a swipe of his hand- 

H just keep drawing- 
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H hol�-9 a i�ostcard of Da~ Vegas ir� my 

hands as E sit with Bames outside a gas 

station- Ge glances at it� hesitates- 

Wg`s hr gd`udm khjd? 

E scratch at the paint on the bench we 

are sitting on- Bamcs
s short legs are 

swinging back and forth� not quite 

reaching the ground- 

Is
r khjd rddhmf L`r Vdf`r enq sgdehqrs shld-

E feel like a liar because E don
t really 

know-
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Nnv-

H still paint� but not like H used to- 

What hr shame> 
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?TTQ- @FWN VFQXJ DXJX 

Mu�e sap green 
n reference 

Sap ~een mixed wcth 
QJXWWFQ gray 

Doght
QJZFQ 
gray 

VIJW· 
gray 

Y-

Alu"ill
HY 

sap LWJJQ 
XJQJX 

VTTITT 
senes 

?JWXQJFQ 
GQXJ XJQJX 

Bollalt 
GQXJ XJWLJX 

UltramarHrle 
blue ------

04 
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A W\phb`l ddl[ bonW`hnV 
m`n)· mhbUoVbophb VWUXbWXUdV 
"'·HcXn iq b\Wopl`Vm `nc 
nXbldXV. wWowW `Ud Vo Vm`ll 
Wg`W Wgd\ b`n onl\ ad 
oaVdUYdc ZhWg Wgd `.hc oe ̀ n 
dldbWUon mhbUoVbopd. 

Ban You see> 

Ge was# 

Ge was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Ge3mine-

Ge was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Gewas� 
Ge was mine- 

was mine- 

Ge was mine- 

Ge�mine-

Gewaslll!lr-

Ge was mine-

Ge was mine- 

G e was mi 
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0apennal bl22d 
reooelo 

Remember when---> 

YdVVdlV Umb1�1ca1 rein 

Amniopnc flqid Umbfhcal anpenieo 

Ge was mine- Ge was 
mine- Ge was mine-
Ge was mine- Ge was 
mine- Ge was mine-
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H hold up a painting H made and Bames 


stares at it with his moist green eyes- 


They have flecks of brown in them- 

We are at our spot- 


Gur tree in the country- 


H pull my set of paints out of my bag and 


set the painting in the grass� running my 


hand over the thick strokes of paint-


Is
r ` ahqc- H point at the paper- Tgdy b`m 

®Tgdy b`m eky `v`y- 

/ighp fnonn 
a nea1 
ooqncE 

++ 
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Nnv-

H didn
t want to leave Bames- 

Aut did E have a choice> 

Cid H> 

H should have been a bird- 

Gr an insect with wings- 
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Eoist- Freen-
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a bird-


a bird-


Ely awa 


H
 00 IQ 


H'll bomd a`bk eoU \oX. 
~ 
/
�
�( 

-Q :\j 

�l� /s ~ 
/
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/ 
WQ QD 
WQ 

D 
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k`ldr :� n:ne Yea��� nkc and g+ ok`yr sgd 
gu:�ar ad`tsHUkky- Hd ""lr a few 

bgn+c+ om a snbj song I ;m+m+dc;`sd\y 
Udbofnhsd anG . VLnJ� 

M`j+ ahr-ehfgs nm sad b;--;m +a+ d`qky cc-
ConVWanW FKz!�GHHp LnVzGH� 

My Vng hr "
PY and gd k`tfgr- 

Hd r;mfr 5fgs ̀ knmf vhsg n�e- Santgmf 

ftm+ nm /gdy qtm sgqntfg sgd dmc.d++ Pdy-

H;+ Vnhbd hr kntc ̀ mc otrd- Wd ansg 
laXJK anG EH VWUXmV KaUGHU� 

Hhr ehmfd+r are rn a\;rsdqdc sgdy knnj 

Ujd sgdy lhfgs akddc- Wd iUrs stare ne> 

ensn sgd sun� baking hm sgd ""
me� gd`+ 
on oXU IUonW poUFK� 
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\=J
C
Eingers bleeding-

all 
Alistered-


the 


;+F»@ 

bleed 

out-
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Take a look 

to the sky 


just before you die 


Ht
s the last time you will 
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• DFYJ FQ\ TI \TXW WJQFWLYJX MFI FQ\ MJFWW UWTGQJRX; DTZ FGTXW MLLM 

GQTTI UWJXXXWJ;• @T \TX XRTNJ FLLFWJWWJX F ULUJ- TW FLLFWX; WMJQ ILI \TX GJLLQ 
XRTNLQL; EI \TX QT QTQLJW XRTNJ+ MTZ QTQL FLT ILI \TX XWTU;
¥ Co \TX IWLQN FQFTMTQLF GJYJWFLJX; EI XT+ ZMFW W\UJ GJJW+ ZLQJ+ TW 
ZMLXNJ\; @T \TX XTRJWLRJX MFYJ RTWJ WMFQ TQJ IWLQN F IF\; 
• DTZ TIWJQ IT you J[JWFLXJ; WMFW NLQI TI J[JWFLXJ IT \TX IT;
¥ Co \TX JYJW MFYJ XZTQQJQ IJJW TW FQNQJX; =WJ WMJ\ XZTQQJQ ZMJQ \TX 
LJW XU 0Q WMJ RTWQLQL; 
• =WJ \TX TQ FQ\ XUJFLFQ ILJWX; Co \TX FII XFQW WT \TXW ITTI; 
• ?FQ \TX IJXFWLGJ FQ\ TWMJW UWTGQJRX; 

AVk md `n\Wghnf. 

H dial my mother
s phone number time 


after time without getting through- Ger 


voicemail picks up each time and H
m 


too panicked to leave a message- 


Without thinking� H call 800� but when 

the operator picks up� H don t know 

what to say- 

H dkkn? 

Bqnsgdq+ ly aqnsgdq - --

Hdkkn? 

H can
t breathe� and for a momen t H hate 

myself for leaving him in the street� but 

H hate my mother more- 
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Eor whom the bell tolls 

Time marches on 
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H UXQQ a red wagon behind me with 

Bames in it- Ge
s four- We
re hungry 

and haven
t seen my mother for three 

days-

I knud ynt a`ay+ E say as E UXQQ him behind 

me-

Ge
s mine- ~ �
 

Ge
s mine- 


Ge s mine- 


Ge
s mine-


~ 
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My fths`q---

Bames is curled up in a hospital bed- 

Aroken leg- Git by a car H didn
t see 

coming-

E laugh because he is worried about his 

garage sale guitar- 

Ey laughter stops when my mother 

storms in� her makeup smeared� 

alcoholic breath- 

She pulls me into the hallway- 

Wgdqd vdqd ynt? 

Where 

wereDDD-
you 

I knnjdc `v`y 

I knnjdc ̀ v`y 

itrsenq ` lnldms 

I rvd`q ---
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S\QTY+FQ 
RJRGWFQJ 

S\QTY0FW 
IQXLI 

PJQYLF 
LLWIQJ 

BLGWTXX 
FFUXXQJ 

S\QTY0FQ 
RJRGWFQJ 

?TRUFFW GTQJ DJFI TI IJRXW 

Spongy matrix-
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Hmmaculate� even-


H always wanted to go there-

H could never bring myself to go-

Fot �vithout him-
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Ey father
s funeral was on a Eriday- 

Bames was anqm on a @iday- 
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Nnv-

H wish things could have been different- 

Where was l> 
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Tell me Dbout my fDther��� 
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Brack ofdawn 

All is gone 


Dxcept the vhkk to be 
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Sunday 

Eonday 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursday 

Bames died on aDV 

WKo Z`V WgdUd6 
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YZ\a R W 
~ 

Detting it @ll 

Gut-
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,, =IWJQFQ LQFQI 

eJ-0,,, EQIJWLTW YJQF FFYF 
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,,, ,,, RJQFQ FWWJW\ 
W+ j , RJQFQ YJLQ 
WFI ,,=TW.F 

GLIQJ\ 

Now� CTQFIFQ FWWJW\ 

++ + CTQFIF YJLQ 
FE I ,UWJWJWA a`a\ hnVhcd md. C`n l W`kd b`Ud oe ̀  

bghlc6 C`n l6 
?TRRTQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 

,,, RJFWXR 
Etpennal iliac rein 

,,, A[WJWQFQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 

EQWJWQFQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 

, ,,, >QFIIJW 
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Bk`bjdmdc qn`q 

M`rrhud qn`q ehkkr sgd bqtlakhmf rjy 

Sg`ssdqdcfn`k 

Fhkkr ghr rntk vhsg ̀  qtsgkdrr bqy-

H
m listening to Bames sing and play his 

guitar over the phone- Ht
s one of the 
last times H speak with him- 

H
ve been gone for a little over a month 
at this point- 

Wg`s cn ynt sghmj? he asks� picking the 

phone up and breathing hard into it- 

Bd`tshetk+ H say-

We talk for a few more minutes- Ge 

hangs up� but H hold the receiver to my 

ear for a few moments longer� listening 

to the relentless hum of the ch`k tone-
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Gn they fight 
@re they qhfgs 


Yes� ats who
s sn say> 
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Nnv-

H remember the last conversation H had 

with my mother before H left home- Eor 

good-

Ynt b`m s `a`mcnm ghl+ she said- 

I
l mns sgd nmd sg`s
r `a`mcnmhmf ghl+ E 
said- Ynt chc sg`s yd`qr `fn-

Bts I
l rshkk gdqd+ she said� slamming her 

fist down on the table in front of her-

She was right- 
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c


Con
tc-ry-


Con
tc-ry-


Con
t c-ry-


OoW�wbU\. 
Bust a vacation- 

H
U come back for you- 

H
ll come back for you- 

H
ll come back for you- 
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H tell Bames H
m only going away for a 

little while- 

Bust a little while- 

Ge cries while Q hold his small face in 

my hands� telling him E will be back 

soon-

Lhjd ` u`b`shnm? he asks- Bts vgy b`m
s I 

bnld? 

H can t look him in the eye- H just kiss 

his forehead� ruffle his hair with my 

hands- 
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Nnv they see what Whkk ad 

Alinded eyes sn see 
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0oqph������ 1ooe 

Deocending colon 

STIW UFQFWJ �����f � :


TTQLXJ E s9 
AU0LQTWW0X ,,,*, 

7nachea 
�WT QXQLX( 

Eoolhagqo 

Fqndqo of opomach 
Ileqm 

3uk)nqo oe opomach 
Nnv-

Cer· �"I Allendit 

Eaybe H feel guilty because my mother 

was right- Ey body� my selfish bird 

body� took me away from Bames- 

H couldn
t stop it- 

Eeant to fly-

H was always meant to fly-
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Cid you know> 
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FoW tbeY see wbat will be 

woZFow they SDD
Vd.d.., 

VUlA'W VlKK B<~µ� 
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Nnv-

Fot Das Vegas- Fot anything like it- 

Aut away-

@way from my mother- 

@way from Bames- 
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Een offive 
Sshkk `khud sgqntfg sgd q`fhmf fknv 

Fone insane 

Fqnl the Main sg`s sgdy surely 


know 
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I b`mBames nm the ognmd a Week befon� 
I get sgd message eqnl ly Uncle-

I sdkk Bames I
ud lds someone- Hhr 
name hr Jnrdog- 

I sahmj ynt vntkc khjd ahl+ I say-


Wadm `qdynt bnlhmf anld? gd asks-


I FFQ sdkk ay ghr V;=NJ sg`s sghmfr g`ud 

gotten bad at gnld+ but I
l too much 

ofa coward to ask ghl about it� 

Snnm+ I say- Snnm-


I
l a liar and I hate lyrdkefor hs-
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Nnv-

I found out it
s a girl� Sweet baby girl � ---�--
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Life� 
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cut but tend to merge into each other- Fo one 
kno�-·s for sure what actually initiates labor 
although it is thought that hormones produced by 
the mature fetus may stimulate the production of 
prostaglandins which in turn act on the uterus- 
Various signs indicate that labor is imminent-
Regular contractions occurring every 04 or 2/ 
minutes are the most common sign: others include 
the expulsion of a mucous plug from the cervix � 
called the "show" � and a gush of fluid as the 
`mnhoWhb V`b UXpWXUdV. 

The first stage is characterized by increasingly 
intense muscular contractions as muscle fibers pull 
che lower uterus and cervix up and around che head 
of che fetus- This scretching and pulling in curn 
dilates the cervix to allow the baby to pass through- 
The process may take anything up WT 1/ hours: 
usually� however� ic lasts about 7 WT 03 hours for a 
woman having her firsc child� and about half this for 
subsequent children- 

@s dilation proceeds� contractions become 
more frequent and intense until towards the end 
of the first stage � the transition period � when 
they occur every two to three minutes� each con� 
traction lasting about 5/ seconds- This period is 
particularly painful and a woman may also expe� 
rience nausea� backache and leg cramps- Hncreas� 
ing too may be an uncontrollable desire to push 
or bear down as the pressure from the baby
s head 
against the cervix intensifies- 

Gnce the cervix is fully dilated� the second stage 
is entered and the powerful "bearing down" reflex 
is accentuated- Erom this point the woman can 
participate actively� bearing down with each con� 
traction to push the baby our ofher body- Hn a nor� 
mal delivery the baby is born head first- The head 
rotates beneath the pubic arch and� as it emerges� 
rotates back to its original position- Shoulders and 
trunk follow LQ the same way and the baby is born- 
The baby breathes in and makes a first cry- The 
umbilical cord is usually cut at this stage- 

The third and final stage occurs within the next 
04 minutes as the placenta and umbilical cord arc 
expelled- This is a painless process that may be 
aided by light traction on the cord- Gnce 
delivered� the placenta is checked to ensure that 
nothing has been left in the uterus which might 
cause hemorrhage- Subsequent contraction of the 
uterine wall usually stops further bleeding- 

Relief of pain 
Bhildbirth is painful and the damaging effects on 
both mother and child of a prolonged and dis� 
tressing birth are now well known- Today the 
emphasis is on "natural" drug�free labor and the 
woman who understands what is happening and 
who is adequately prepared with breathing and 
other exercises can frequently give birth unaided 
with the minimum of pain and discomfort- EW i¥ 
also essential that a "·oman in labor is not left 
alone and the sympathetic presence ofher partn~ 
or another relative is actively encouraged- Eo� 
women do� however� choose some form of pai 
relief- @mong drugs available are9 the epidurt 
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jliIt's your uncle. I'm calling aboutJames. 

Please call me when you get this. As soon as 

you can. 

I listen to the message on Joseph's cheap 

phone as the two ofus sit on his 

mother's couch. The couch that has 

become my bed. My new home. 

My body is cold and hot at the same 

time. 

James? I say out loud to no one in 

particular. 

I already know. In my mind I already 
know. 

Because he was mine. 
~-
~ 





Now. 
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[ 

It was never meant to be a vacation. It 

was forever. 

I think he knew that. 

I wanted to go back for him. I really 

did. 

Things could have been different. 

I 
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I was going to take him to Las Vegas, I say, 

adjusting the phone in my hand. 

What? my uncle asks on the other end. 

I don't say anything, I just hold the 

phone to my ear, wondering why my 

uncle was the one to call instead ofmy 

mother. 

Where was she? 

Where was I? 
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ts years Reads easily 
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7 years Able to tell 

the time 0 
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~ 
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Where was I? 

Where was I? 

Where was I? 
3 ¥-was I? 

Wherewa~ 
Where was I? 

Where was I????? 

UtC.,,.-.............. n D 

Where was I? 

-was I? 
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My mother buried her husband. My 
mother buried her son. 

1 try to blame her, but 1 can't. 

James was mine. 
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Now. 

I don't see Joseph anymore. I'm finding 
my own way 

in this world. 

No reason to go back home. 
To my mother. 
Not now. 

Not anymore. 
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Now. 

I think about this baby inside and 
wonder what she'll be like. 
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Now. 

I wonder 

Would he still be alive? 
IfI hadn't left? 

Would he? 
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Now. 

I believe in second chances. 
For myself 

For this baby. 

Thisl§therles°!baby. 

Just like James. 

-
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Now. 

One day, I think I might go to Las 

Vegas. 

When this baby is older. 

When I can tell her about James. 

Maybe. 



r 
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Maybe one day I'll even start painting 

like I used to. 

Ii

I 
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Now. 

I think of my mother sometimes. 

I wish I could ask her to send me that 

old guitar James loved so much. 

But I won't. 

11111 
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Now. 

This baby, 
a second chance? 

Plasma 

Cells 

Li== -- ,.--- 7.500 leukocytes 
250.000 platelets 

5 m1!11on 
erythrocytes 

Erythrocyte ~-

Hemoglobin 
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Now . 

. I left James. I left Joseph. They were 
both just fatherless boys. Now my baby 

will be 

(fatherles~] 

I don't think I ever had the ability to 

stay. I think I was always meant to fly. 

Like a bird. 

Or an insect with wings. 

Will this baby be a bird? A tiny little 

bird baby? 
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Naw. 

I think about this baby inside and 
wonder what she'll be like. 



."' .... 
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Context Essay for Like Las Vegas Narrative Collage Thesis Project 

History ofNarrative Collage: Dadaism and Surrealism 

"Collage," one of the basic elements of the genre of narrative collage, comes from the 

French word caller, which literally means "to glue." This word refers to the gluing of paper, 

scraps, and other collage materials onto the surface of a work of art so that the fragments become 

part of the work of art itself. While narrative collage has been created throughout history, works 

that combine written narrative with visual imagery have just recently been referred to by the term 

"narrative collage." Narrative collage has its foundation in the Dada and Surrealist movements 

when art and writing began to collide and tapped into illogical thinking and examining dreams as 

a form of reality. Dadaism and Surrealism developed during a time period when the world was 

experiencing chaos and turmoil through war. These movements were gaining momentum in 

Europe during World War I and seemed to develop out of the need for people to be able to 

express their feelings of apprehension and anxiety about a world being changed by war and new 

technological and industrial progress. The creation of innovative art is still prevalent in today's 

society due to the visual nature of the world and the separation and fragmentation still present 

with war and politics. 

Early pioneers of the genre began creating art, writing, and sometimes a combination of 

the two that were revolutionary in getting people to think in new, creative ways. Dadaism 

originated in the mid 1910s and was a movement that avoided a true definition or label in order 
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to solidify the "free thinking" the movement strived toward. Andre Breton, a pioneer in the 

Dada movement, stated the following: "Dada is a state of mind . .. Dada is artistic free 

thinking ... Dada gives itself to nothing . .. " (Dadaism). As is evident, the movement itself was 

almost defined by its inability to be defined. Artists and writers during the Dada movement 

focused on creating art that would lead people to think differently than they had before, avoiding 

definitions that would label them and hinder their free thinking abilities. The free thinking 

Dadaism encouraged involved challenging the institutions of society including the church, the 

government, industry, etc. Early collages were created from "found materials," ordinary objects 

like paper scraps, tickets, or newspapers that individuals would use to create art by layering them 

or gluing them together. These collage techniques were used by artists such as Pablo Picasso 

and Georges Braque and are still employed by artists today. Picasso and Braque were also 

widely known for their creation of an art form during the Dada movement known as "cubism." 

Cubism "reduced and fractured objects into geometric forms, and then realigned these within a 

shallow, relief-like space and[ .. . ] used multiple or contrasting vantage points" (Heilbrunn 

Cubism). Picasso and Braque's creation of cubist art was revolutionary in that it represented 

people and objects based in reality, but did so by using geometric shapes and bright colors that 

did not show an exact replication of the person or object. 

During the movement, individuals such as writer Hugo Ball attempted to provide 

outsiders with a look into Dadaism and its goals. Ball said, "Dada is international in perspective 

and seeks to bridge differences, Dada is antagonistic toward established society in the modern 

avant-garde, Bohemian tradition of the epater-le-bourgeios posture, and Dada is a new tendency 

in art that seeks to change conventional attitudes and practices in aesthetics, society, and 

morality" (Dadaism). As Ball stressed, Dadaism challenged the institutions of society by 
11: 

1~1 
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opposing rational thinking. Like Breton, Picasso, and Braque, French artist Marcel Duchamp 

was another pioneer in the Dada movement. One of his most memorable works includes 

Fountain, a porcelain urinal. The urinal by itself does not appear as a work of art, but the title 

given to the urinal seems to transform it from an ordinary object into something more fantastic 

and leads audiences to think about the urinal as something different than itself. Fountain 

"needed the arrogance of the art world context in order to be read as art, but its readability as art 

sought to debunk the arrogance on which it thrived" (Bradley 14). By labeling the work as a 

fountain, the object is given much more prestige and sophistication than a urinal despite the fact 

that it is still just a urinal. 

After the emergence of Dadaism came the Surrealist movement. According to The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, Surrealism refers to a "literary movement that 

experimented with a new mode of expression called automatic writing, or automatism, which 

sought to release the unbridled imagination of the subconscious" that emerged in the late 1910s 

and early 1920s. Like Dadaists, Surrealists strived to create innovative works of art that 

expressed the deepest, unrestrained thoughts of the mind. Artists and writers creating Surrealist 

works focused on making "strange and symbolic figures that [were] products of an uninhibited 

mind" and the results of this movement represented concepts that people had never before seen 

or imagined (Heilbrunn Surrealism). Writers' and artists' "poetry and prose drew upon the 

private world of the mind, traditionally restricted by reason and societal limitations, to produce 

surprising, unexpected imagery" (Heilbrunn Surrealism). Famous Surrealists included artists 

like Salvador Dali and Rene Magritte. One of Magritte's most well-known pieces is called The 

Treachery ofImages. It depicts a picture of a pipe with a caption stating "this is not a pipe" 

below it in French. Most would look at the image and say that it is in fact a pipe, but after 
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thinking about it more thoroughly, as the artist intended, it is clear that is isn't really a pipe, but 

merely an image of a pipe. The tensions of the painting have been described in the following 

way: 

A brief moment of disorientation ensues until the contradiction is resolved-it is not a 

pipe, but rather a painting of a pipe. Neither the image nor the caption is lying to the 

viewer. The painting does, however, act out the warning implied by its title: the image is 

so illusionistic that it is treacherous, making us 'see' something (a real pipe) that is not 

really there. [ ... ] The painting makes us doubt that we can rely on our perception of 

things (Bradley 41). 

This tension, present in many works of art during the Dadaist and Surrealist movements, are part 

of the overall excitement of creating and viewing collage. Artists have the opportunity to take 

something obvious and ordinary and make it grand by combining aspects of writing and image. 

Max Ernst, another accomplished Surrealist artist, was creating art during the early to 

mid 1900s. Ernst's famous paintings include Ubu Imperator, VoxAngelica, and L'ange du 

Foyer ou Le Triomphe du Surrealisme, all pieces that "[resemble] a collage in painted form" and 

combine several forms of artistic expression including "grattage, collage, and decalcomania" 

(Max Ernst). (Grattage involves scraping or removing dry paint from a canvas, collage combines 

seemingly unrelated words and images from various sources, and decalcomania creates a layered 

effect). In reference to his collage work, Ernst once said, "I am tempted to see in collage an 

exploitation of the chance meeting [ ... ] of two or more distant realities on an unfamiliar plane 

and the flash of poetry which results from their mutual approach." What Ernst is talking about in 

this quote can be easily seen in many Surrealist works, including Duchamp's Fountain, as 

discussed previously. The urinal alongside the word "fountain" seem like "distant realities" that 
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do not relate to each other. However, when the two distant objects meet, their "mutual 

approach" creates a new form of art, or "poetry" as Ernst refers to it. Each aspect on their own 

appears completely ordinary, but once they meet in Duchamp's work of art, the two elements 

transform each other into something completely different and new. 

Ernst was an early pioneer of hybrids in his creation of Surrealist art and collage and 

several books developed from Ernst's substantial collage work, including Une Semaine de Bonte 

(translated from French as A Week ofKindness) and La Femme 100 Tetes (translated from 

French as The Hundred Headless Woman). Une Semaine de Bonte doesn't contain a written 

narrative like most contemporary works of narrative collage, but the collection of collage images 

tells a story as it moves through the "week of kindness." The collages in the novel seem to tap 

into the dream world by using dream images to represent a new form of reality. For example, 

one of the collages shows a woman with a box of spoons being chased by angry men. As the 

publisher's note states at the beginning of Une Semaine de Bonte, 

Oneiric [relating to dreams] visions and erotic fantasies were the stock in trade of the 

Surrealists. For artists concerned with the free association of images, with the 

meaningful [assembling] of disparate objects, and with the play element in art, collage 

was the quintessentially appropriate technique. [ ... ] Collage reached its height among 

the Surrealists (many of whom had been Dadaists earlier), and Max Ernst is generally 

recognized as its greatest exponent (v). 

Ernst was creating images that were manifestations of dreams and fantasies, elements that are 

clearly reflected in his collage work. In Une Semaine de Bonte, each individual collage seems to 

provide its own unique story and plot, complete with unlikely characters and strange settings and 

props. La Femme 100 Tetes is very similar to Une Semaine de Bonte, but each of the collages in 
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this book contain captions that help to propel the "story" forward whereas Une Semaine de Bonte 

doesn't contain a written narrative. The strange captions accompanying each collage don't seem 

to apply, yet are meant to lead the reader to question their perception of the artwork, just as with 

The Treachery ofImages. For example, a collage of a man watching a young girl sitting in a 

machine is accompanied by a caption that reads "where you can see a charming little insect with 

metallic hair" (Ernst 47). 

Narrative Collage as a Contemporary Genre 

While narrative collage's foundation began in the early to mid 1900s with the Dada and 

Surrealist movements, contemporary works of narrative collage look much different from Ernst's 

Une Semaine de Bonte. Modern narrative collage appears in many forms, such as Heather 

Cousins' Something in the Potato Room. Although the book received the Kore Press First Book 

Award for Poetry, it contains elements of prose and poetry as well as images. The narrative 

appears in small, even columns and is juxtaposed next to black and white images with captions. 

The images in the book are nineteenth century book illustrations with captions that come from 

the narrative itself. For example, a section of the narrative recalls a moment when the narrator 

was a young girl and stepped on a moth in the grass. On the next page is an image of several 

black and white moths with a caption that reads "in the night grass," a phrase that is taken 

directly from the narrative (13). While the captions sometimes directly relate to the images, the 

images and captions also create additional meanings. For example, at one point the narrator is 

being scolded by her boss and she imagines the pores of his face as babies' mouths. The image 

relating to this section of the narrative is a series of baby spoons, which is also a reference to the 

narrator's cutlery collection (33, 35). Cousins' story follows a seemingly unstable woman who 

seems to succumb to madness due to a strange growth in her basement. While reading of the 
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woman's decent into madness, the narrative becomes more detached and indistinct, giving 

readers the opportunity to decide what is going on in the story for themselves. 

Similar to Cousins' Something in the Potato Room is Claudia Rankine's narrative collage 

Don't Let Me Be Lonely, a book that the cover refers to as an "American lyric." The lyricism of 

the language reads like poetry, but seems to tell a story like prose, displaying another instance 

where narrative collage crosses several generic boundaries. Rankine's book is filled with 

anatomic diagrams, television screens, road signs, and real images of American life throughout 

history. The narrative aspect provides a bleak look into America today and the political and 

social changes America has undergone in recent years and, like many works of narrative collage, 

doesn't provide a linear narrative like Something in the Potato Room. Rankine's narrative makes 

up the majority of the work, but it is interspersed with images of American political and social 

life. The images serve to provide real-life examples to verify the feelings and emotions 

expressed about America in the narrative, painting a depressing picture of the fragmented nature 

of America by discussing racial discrimination, a lack ofjustice, and an overall dependence on 

drugs and, therefore, pharmaceutical companies. This, along with the images of the television 

screens, are reminiscent of Dadaism and Surrealism in that they are representing the dependency 

on visuals present in the world today along with the disjointed state of America through racism, 

war, and political divisions. Just as individuals were creating art and writing in order to deal 

with the wars happening during the Dadaist and Surrealist movements, Rankine similarly uses 

collage, something "fragmented" in itself, to express the current fragmented state of the nation 

and the aspects of America that she believes need to be changed and revolutionized, such as the 

justice system and the pharmaceutical industry. 
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While both Cousins' and Rankine's works contain less imagery than narrative, Anne 

Carson's Nox represents a different type of narrative collage altogether. Not only does Carson's 

book not appear as a book (the narrative itself is in a box that opens like a book), the pages of 

Nox are contained on one long sheet of paper that has been folded together like an accordion. 

Carson's Nox is a creative nonfiction piece that chronicles the life of her deceased brother. The 

publisher's book description describes Nox in the following way: 

Nox is an epitaph in the form of a book, a facsimile of a handmade book Anne Carson 

wrote and created after the death of her brother. The poem describes coming to terms 

with his loss through the lens of her translation of Poem 101 by Catullus 'for his brother 

who died in the Troad.' Nox is a work of poetry, but arrives as a fascinating and unique 

physical object. Carson pasted old letters, family photos, collages and sketches on pages 

(Nox). 

Cousins and Rankine described their "narrative collages" as works of poetry and this description 

describes Nox as a work of poetry, as well. As mentioned, Carson uses a variety of visual aids to 

share her brother's life with readers through her poetry. Nox is filled with old photographs, 

letters, drawings, and various Greek terms and definitions. The terms and definitions she 

provides act in a similar way to the captions in Cousins' book. These aspects of the book further 

develop and enhance what is being described in the narrative. For instance, there is a section 

where she defines the word "autopsy," an obvious reference to her brother's death. Also, as a 

Greek and Roman scholar, Carson offers a translation of a Roman poem at various points in her 

book. The poem she translates is by Roman poet Catullus and is similarly an elegy for his dead 

brother, a direct reflection of the material in Carson's book. 
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The images in Nox have the appearance that they've been cut and pasted into the book, 

making it seem like it could be a scrapbook commemorating the life of Carson's brother. 

However, it moves beyond a scrapbook where the progression of images makes the events of 

Carson's brother' s life become more evident. Several letters appear in the narrative, but only 

segments of them appear at any given time so the audience learns more about events by reading 

further. The book is entirely in black and white. This, along with the tom nature of the images 

and photographs, creates an overall haunting feeling and contributes to the fragmentation the 

author feels at losing her brother and allows the book to appear as a collage. The actual narrative 

aspect is made up of memories that Carson recalls about her brother and sometimes the narrative 

even serves as a place for Carson to write about how she wished she knew and understood her 

brother better. As is evident by examining these three contemporary pieces of narrative collage, 

the genre can take many forms. Authors have the freedom to choose the type and amount of 

imagery they include in their work and the narrative can appear as a large or small part of the 

overall piece. Cousins' Something in the Potato Room, Rankine's Don't Let Me Be Lonely, and 

Carson's Nox are the three sources that guided me the most in the process of creating my own 

work of narrative collage. While my piece most closely follows Carson's Nox, I utilized 

elements from all three books to create my narrative collage entitled Like Las Vegas . 

Creating a Work ofNarrative Collage 

When I first began writing the proposal for my thesis project, I imagined my project 

would tum out much like Cousins' Something in the Potato Room with a dominating narrative 

and a few images added in. Since it was supposed to be a creative writing project, I felt limited 

by what I could do with the visual aspects of my project. I was eventually able to look at other 

works of narrative collage, such as Carson's Nox, and see how other authors were utilizing 
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imagery in their works to enhance the narrative. After writing my initial proposal, I decided I 

wanted to go a different direction. I re-wrote my proposal to reflect all the new sources I was 

able to look at and decided to include lots of images alongside my narrative. I thought the 

imagery would be mostly photographs I had taken, but the finished version is full of clips and 

pictures I pulled from old medical encyclopedias and photographs I had taken of my own brother 

when he was young. Just as Carson' s book acts as an epitaph for her real-life brother, my 

narrative collages acts similarly as a fiction piece. 

Like Las Vegas follows a nameless young woman who has left her chaotic home life 

behind to pursue a life of her own. In the process, she left her little brother with her 

irresponsible, nearly absent mother. The narrative is a series of disjointed memories recalled by 

the narrator a period of time after she has left home and she learns that her brother has died. 

How he died is not actually revealed, but it is implied that his death was the result of something 

preventable if someone had been watching him. The work is divided up into four sections and 

each individual section of the narrative is accomplishing something different. Firstly, the title 

page, with the picture of the child and the cut out letters, seeks to represent childhood and 

immaturity, something that the narrator focuses on so closely throughout the narrative. "Part 1: 

Growing" represents the first part of her brother, James's, life and recalls memories the narrator 

has of her family from a young age. She recalls her brother being born, her father's death, and 

her mother's collapse into addiction. While "Part 1" is titled "Growing," it is an ironic title 

because the growth really only refers to the narrator and her brother growing up. No one in her 

family is really taking any responsibility for anything, so this section serves to show how her and 

James grew physically, but were not really nurtured emotionally. She discusses how she had to 

take on the role of caretaker for her brother because of her mother's poor decisions and how her 
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relationship with her brother developed and flourished as a result. Many of the images in this 

section serve as representations of the intense struggle the narrator and her brother experienced 

throughout childhood. The photos of "James" are really photos I took of my brother, Tyler, 

when he was around the ages of eight and thirteen. The recurrence of the photos is meant to 

show that the narrator hasn't moved on from James's death and hasn't come to terms with the 

fact that she feels like she played a part in his death. 

"Part 2: The Anatomy of it All" is where the narrator talks about her successes and 

failures as a "mother" for James. The anatomy images in this section not only show the 

biological connectedness between James and the narrator, but also display their brokenness at the 

most primal level. The narrator goes back and forth between describing moments in time when 

James was happy and then talks about times when she failed him and each event is accompanied 

by an image that represents that moment in time. The images move beyond illustrations and 

actually infiltrate the narrative almost as characters. My goal for the images was for them to 

"come alive" within the narrative and actually be necessary for a full understanding of the story. 

For example, the story contains many bird and butterfly images. These images are meant to be 

symbols of the narrator and are a representation of her uncontrollable, inherent "flight" instinct, 

the reason she left James and the reason she feels so much guilt. 

"Part 3: Letting it All Out" is a chapter of regret. The narrator leaves home to pursue a 

life of her own (something that she claims she might not have had any control over) and this 

section of the narrative is where she recalls her feelings of guilt and how she feels about James's 

death. The audience also discovers that she has become pregnant and she is questioning herself 

and her capabilities as a responsible adult and future parent. The images in this section are 

meant to be indicators that the narrator has the opportunity for a second chance and give her 
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old nursing guides. Carson also utilizes photographs of her brother in her nonfiction piece 

which gave me the idea to use photographs of my own brother in my fiction piece. I went 

through old discs of photos I took of my brother when he young and had several prints made of 

them so I could tear them or edit them in various ways, much like Carson does with old 

photographs of her brother/family. 

In Something in the Potato Room, Cousins often uses quick, disjointed language with 

sentences that are sometimes only one word long. For example, Cousins writes, 

Underneath the quilt, a red vine 
was growing. Slithering. 
Crawling up his arm. Sneaky-
snake. Leaky ache. Should I 
bring down the shears? The 
trimming blades? Or was it 
the sort of weed that needed 
to be uprooted-dug out, its 
white heart held in my palm? (39). 

I tried to write similarly to Cousins with her quick sentences and sometimes odd use of language 

that brings out the strangeness of the situation in her narrative and the madness experienced by 

the narrator. In my piece, I wanted to use language in this way in order to show the fragmented 

nature of the narrative since it is unclear at what point in time each specific page of the narrative 

is taking place (except for the sections labeled "now"). I worked to explore themes of death, 

loss, and loneliness in my narrative in a way that is similar to Rankine's Don't Let Me Be Lonely. 

The narrator in my piece escapes her home in order to find peace and pursue a life of her own 

away from the chaos of her mother and the overwhelming responsibility of caring for her 

younger brother. However, in the process, she experiences death and loss after learning her 

brother has died while she was away trying to "live her own life" and is alone and pregnant in a 

new place. However, she refuses to return home, claiming there is no reason for her to return 

"I 
I 
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without James. Rankine similarly discusses the themes of death, loss, and loneliness in her book 

and even how people avoid talking about death or have a lack of understanding about the concept 

of loss. She talks about a time when she was young and her father's mother passed away. 

Rankine writes, "Or, to be more precise, he looked to me like someone understanding his 

aloneness. Loneliness. His mother was dead. I'd never met her. It meant a trip back home for 

him. When he returned he spoke neither about the airplane nor the funeral" (5). Rankine writes 

much like Cousins in that her sentences are often very short and fragmented. This use of 

language and sentence structure contributes to the book' s poeticismjust as Cousins' similar use 

of language allows her book to be read like poetry. I worked with similar feelings of loss in my 

narrative when the narrator moves away from her brother who means so much to her and 

ultimately when she learns of her brother's death. 

Like other works of narrative collage, mine employs some of the techniques of the 

Surrealist movement. For instance, the imagery acts as different lens for the narrative to be 

viewed because the anatomical diagrams and pictures I use in my narrative don't necessarily 

reflect what is happening in the narrative. The anatomy images act as metaphors for the 

family/biological relationships of the characters and for the innate brokenness of the narrator 

characterized by her inability to stay with her brother and care for him. The birds, butterflies, 

and moths are also symbols of the narrator's inability to stay with her brother. My goal with the 

imagery was to give readers the opportunity to think about family dynamics, sibling 

relationships, and feelings of guilt and loss in reference to the human body. For example, toward 

the beginning of the narrative with a picture of multiplying bone cells with a caption that states 

"he's growing, soft bones." Instead of the image fitting the narrative more simply (such as using 

photographs of a child at different ages), I chose to use a medical image of bone cells growing. 
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Readers probably won't be aware of what the picture actually depicts, giving them an 

opportunity to think about the concept of growth and what the picture is portraying. Another 

example appears later where a picture of a cell undergoing mitosis or "splitting." The caption 

reads "split, splitting" and is a representation of the broken nature of the narrator's family 

following her father's death. This picture is meant to be a metaphor and provides a unique 

representation of a broken family in place of something more predictable, such as a torn family 

photograph. 

The title of my narrative collage, Like Las Vegas, references a conversation between the 

narrator and James, but represents much more than just their conversation. James is always 

asking his sister about their father since he died when James was a baby. In this specific 

conversation, James asks his sister what heaven is like. To the narrator, Las Vegas represents the 

epitome of escape and a way for her to get away from the chaos of her broken family. To her, 

Las Vegas would be like heaven, so she tells James that heaven is "like seeing Las Vegas for the 

first time." The title moves beyond this conversation since it is revealed that James dies later in 

the narrative, so Las Vegas is not only the narrator's place of escape, but becomes the final place 

of escape for her brother who struggled alongside her throughout the entirety of his short life. 

Las Vegas is a representation of paradise for the narrator since she is always saying how she 

wanted to go there and take James with her. Las Vegas is her version of heaven, a place where 

her father and brother are and where she hopes to be some day, as well. 

Several of the pages contains bits of lyrics from the song "For Whom the Bell Tolls" by 

the band Metallica (although I don't actually say the name of the song or the band at any point in 

the narrative). I chose to make the song lyrics such an important part of the piece because it is a 

representation of the close relationship between the narrator and her brother. Many of the 
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memories the narrator recalls involve moments when her and James are bonding over this song. 

They are riding together in the car at one point and are singing this song together. Later, she 

buys James a guitar and he learns to play this song. Often times when she is remembering 

moments in the past that she shared with her brother, this song comes up. As a representation of 

their relationship, the song lyrics sometimes take over the narrative and some individual pages 

contain nothing but the song lyrics themselves. Several parts of the song are repeated at different 

points in the narrative, including "take a look to the sky to the sky just before you die, it's the last 

time you will" and "for whom the bell tolls, time marches on." The macabre nature of these 

particular lyrics is meant to foreshadow and later express the feelings of loss the narrator 

experiences when James dies. In reality, the song is performed by a heavy metal band, but it's 

meant to represent the closeness between the narrator and James in Like Las Vegas. 
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	=WJ \TX TQ FQ\ XUJFLFQ ILJWX; Co \TX FII XFQW WT \TXW ITTI; 

	• 
	• 
	?FQ \TX IJXFWLGJ FQ\ TWMJW UWTGQJRX; 



	AVk md `n\Wghnf. 
	AVk md `n\Wghnf. 
	H dial my mother.s phone number time .after time without getting through- Ger .voicemail picks up each time and H.m .too panicked to leave a message- .
	H dial my mother.s phone number time .after time without getting through- Ger .voicemail picks up each time and H.m .too panicked to leave a message- .
	Without thinking. H call 800. but when the operator picks up. H don t know what to say- 
	H dkkn? 
	Bqnsgdq+ ly aqnsgdq ---
	Hdkkn? 
	H can.t breathe. and for a moment H hate myself for leaving him in the street. but H hate my mother more- 

	Eor whom the bell tolls .Time marches on .
	Eor whom the bell tolls .Time marches on .

	H UXQQ a red wagon behind me with Bames in it-Ge.s four-We.re hungry and haven.t seen my mother for three days-
	I knud ynt a`ay+ E say as E UXQQ him behind me-
	Ge.s mine-~ .. Ge.s mine- .Ge s mine- .Ge.s mine-.
	Ge.s mine-~ .. Ge.s mine- .Ge s mine- .Ge.s mine-.
	~ 

	My fths`q---
	My fths`q---
	Bames is curled up in a hospital bed- Aroken leg- Git by a car H didn.t see coming-
	E laugh because he is worried about his garage sale guitar- 
	Ey laughter stops when my mother 
	storms in. her makeup smeared. 
	alcoholic breath- 
	She pulls me into the hallway- 
	Wgdqd vdqd ynt? 
	Where were
	DDD-
	you 
	I knnjdc `v`y I knnjdc `v`y 
	itrsenq ` lnldms I rvd`q ---
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	BLGWTXX 
	BLGWTXX 

	FFUXXQJ 
	FFUXXQJ 
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	Hmmaculate. even-.
	H hear it.s amazing-
	+-.

	H always wanted to go there-H could never bring myself to go-
	Fot .vithout him-
	Fot .vithout him-
	Ey father.s funeral was on a Eriday- Bames was anqm on a @iday- 


	Nnv-
	Nnv-
	H wish things could have been different- 
	Where was l> 
	Tell me Dbout my fDther..
	. 


	Brack ofdawn .All is gone .Dxcept the vhkk to be .
	Brack ofdawn .All is gone .Dxcept the vhkk to be .

	K`=olldWWd-R`mVon .. 
	Sunday Eonday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
	Sunday Eonday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
	Bames died on aDV 

	WKo Z`V WgdUd
	WKo Z`V WgdUd
	6 

	YZ\a RW 
	YZ\a RW 
	~ 
	~ 



	Detting it @ll .Gut-.
	Detting it @ll .Gut-.
	Detting it @ll .Gut-.

	K`=olldWWd-R`mVon .
	. 

	,, =IWJQFQ LQFQI 
	eJ-0,,, 
	eJ-0,,, 
	eJ-0,,, 

	EQIJWLTW YJQF FFYF 
	l . ,,, ,,, RJQFQ FWWJW\ 
	W+ j , RJQFQ YJLQ ,,=TW.F 
	WFI 

	GLIQJ\ 
	Now. 
	Now. 

	CTQFIFQ FWWJW\ 
	++ + CTQFIF YJLQ FE I ,UWJWJW
	A a`a\ hnVhcd md. C`n l W`kd b`Ud oe ` 
	A a`a\ hnVhcd md. C`n l W`kd b`Ud oe ` 
	bghlc6 C`n l6 

	?TRRTQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 
	,,, RJFWXR 
	Etpennal iliac rein 
	,,,A[WJWQFQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 
	EQWJWQFQ LQLFF FWWJW\ 
	, ,,,>QFIIJW 
	Bk`bjdmdc qn`q 
	Bk`bjdmdc qn`q 
	M`rrhud qn`q ehkkr sgd bqtlakhmf rjy Sg`ssdqdcfn`k Fhkkr ghr rntk vhsg ` qtsgkdrr bqy-

	H.m listening to Bames sing and play his guitar over the phone- Ht.s one ofthe last times H speak with him- 
	H.ve been gone for a little over a month at this point- 
	Wg`s cn ynt sghmj? he asks. picking the phone up and breathing hard into it- 
	Bd`tshetk+ H say-
	Bd`tshetk+ H say-

	We talk for a few more minutes- Ge hangs up. but H hold the receiver to my ear for a few moments longer. listening to the relentless hum ofthe ch`k tone-
	Gn they figh@re they qhfgs .Yes. ats who.s sn say> .
	Gn they figh@re they qhfgs .Yes. ats who.s sn say> .
	t 


	Nnv-
	Nnv-
	H remember the last conversation H had with my mother before H left home- Eor good-
	Ynt b`m s `a`mcnm ghl+ she said- 
	I.l mns sgd nmd sg`s.r `a`mcnmhmf ghl+ E said-Ynt chc sg`syd`qr `fn-
	Bts I.l rshkk gdqd+ she said. slamming her fist down on the table in front of her-
	She was right- 

	c.
	c.
	Con.tc-ry-.Con.tc-ry-.Con.t c-ry-.


	OoW.wbU\. 
	OoW.wbU\. 
	OoW.wbU\. 
	Bust a vacation- 

	H.U come back for you- H.ll come back for you- H.ll come back for you- 
	H tell Bames H.m only going away for a little while- 
	H tell Bames H.m only going away for a little while- 
	Bust a little while- 
	Ge cries while Q hold his small face in my hands. telling him E will be back soon-Lhjd ` u`b`shnm? he asks- Bts vgy b`m.s I bnld? 
	H can t look him in the eye- H just kiss his forehead. ruffle his hair with my hands- 

	Nnv they see what Whkk ad .Alinded eyes sn see .
	Nnv they see what Whkk ad .Alinded eyes sn see .
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	0oqph...... 
	0oqph...... 
	1ooe 
	Deocending colon 

	STIW UFQFWJ .....f . :.TTQLXJ E s9 AU0LQTWW0X ,,,*, 7nachea .WT QXQLX( 
	STIW UFQFWJ .....f . :.TTQLXJ E s9 AU0LQTWW0X ,,,*, 7nachea .WT QXQLX( 

	Eoolhagqo Fqndqo of opomach 
	Eoolhagqo Fqndqo of opomach 
	Ileqm 

	3uk)nqo oe opomach 
	3uk)nqo oe opomach 
	Nnv-
	Cer· ."I 
	Allendit 

	Eaybe H feel guilty because my mother was right- Ey body. my selfish bird body. took me away from Bames- 
	Eaybe H feel guilty because my mother was right- Ey body. my selfish bird body. took me away from Bames- 

	H couldn.t stop it- 
	H couldn.t stop it- 

	Eeant to fly-H was always meant to fly-
	Eeant to fly-H was always meant to fly-


	Cid you know> .
	FoW tbeY see wbat will be 
	FoW tbeY see wbat will be 
	woZ


	Fow they SDD.
	Fow they SDD.
	Vd.d.., VUlA'W VlKK B<
	~µ. 
	~µ. 
	Nnv-
	Fot Das Vegas- Fot anything like it- Aut away-@way from my mother- @way from Bames- 

	Een offive 
	Een offive 
	Sshkk `khud sgqntfg sgd q`fhmf fknv 
	Fone insane .Fqnl the Main sg`s sgdy surely .know .

	I b`mBames nm the ognmd a Week befon. I get sgd message eqnl ly Uncle-
	I sdkk Bames I.ud lds someone-Hhr name hr Jnrdog- 
	I sdkk Bames I.ud lds someone-Hhr name hr Jnrdog- 
	I sahmj ynt vntkc khjd ahl+ I say-.Wadm `qdynt bnlhmf anld? gd asks-.I FFQ sdkk ay ghr V;=NJ sg`s sghmfr g`ud .
	gotten bad at gnld+ but I.l too much .ofa coward to ask ghl about itSnnm+ I say-Snnm-.
	. 

	I.l a liar and I hate lyrdkefor hs-

	Nnv-
	Nnv-
	I found out it.s a girl. Sweet baby girl . 
	---.--

	Life
	. 
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	cut but tend to merge into each other- Fo one kno.-·s for sure what actually initiates labor although it is thought that hormones produced by the mature fetus may stimulate the production of prostaglandins which in turn act on the uterus- Various signs indicate that labor is imminent-Regular contractions occurring every 04 or 2/ minutes are the most common sign: others include the expulsion of a mucous plug from the cervix . called the "show" . and a gush of fluid as the 
	cut but tend to merge into each other- Fo one kno.-·s for sure what actually initiates labor although it is thought that hormones produced by the mature fetus may stimulate the production of prostaglandins which in turn act on the uterus- Various signs indicate that labor is imminent-Regular contractions occurring every 04 or 2/ minutes are the most common sign: others include the expulsion of a mucous plug from the cervix . called the "show" . and a gush of fluid as the 
	`mnhoWhb V`b UXpWXUdV. 
	The first stage is characterized by increasingly 
	intense muscular contractions as muscle fibers pull 
	che lower uterus and cervix up and around che head 
	of che fetus- This scretching and pulling in curn 
	dilates the cervix to allow the baby to pass through- 
	The process may take anything up WT 1/ hours: 
	usually. however. ic lasts about 7 WT 03 hours for a 
	woman having her firsc child. and about half this for 
	subsequent children- 
	@s dilation proceeds. contractions become more frequent and intense until towards the end of the first stage . the transition period . when they occur every two to three minutes. each con. traction lasting about 5/ seconds- This period is particularly painful and a woman may also expe. rience nausea. backache and leg cramps- Hncreas. ing too may be an uncontrollable desire to push or bear down as the pressure from the baby.s head against the cervix intensifies- 
	Gnce the cervix is fully dilated. the second stage is entered and the powerful "bearing down" reflex is accentuated- Erom this point the woman can participate actively. bearing down with each con. traction to push the baby our ofher body-Hn a nor. mal delivery the baby is born head first- The head rotates beneath the pubic arch and. as it emerges. rotates back to its original position- Shoulders and trunk follow LQ the same way and the baby is born- The baby breathes in and makes a first cry- The umbilical 
	The third and final stage occurs within the next 04 minutes as the placenta and umbilical cord arc expelled- This is a painless process that may be aided by light traction on the cord-Gnce delivered. the placenta is checked to ensure that nothing has been left in the uterus which might cause hemorrhage- Subsequent contraction of the uterine wall usually stops further bleeding- 
	Relief of pain Bhildbirth is painful and the damaging effects on both mother and child of a prolonged and dis. tressing birth are now well known- Today the emphasis is on "natural" drug.free labor and the woman who understands what is happening and who is adequately prepared with breathing and other exercises can frequently give birth unaided with the minimum of pain and discomfort- EW i¥ also essential that a "·oman in labor is not left alone and the sympathetic presence ofher partn~ or another relative is

	Frowth-inside me-
	Frowth-inside me-
	> 
	¥ 
	jli
	It's your uncle. I'm calling aboutJamesPlease call me when you get this. As soon ayou can
	It's your uncle. I'm calling aboutJamesPlease call me when you get this. As soon ayou can
	. 
	s 
	. 

	I listen to the message on Joseph's cheaphone as the two ofus sit on himother's couch. The couch that habecome my bed. My new home
	p 
	s 
	s 
	. 

	My body is cold and hot at the same 
	time. 
	James? I say out loud to no one in particular. 
	I already know. In my mind I already know. 
	Because he was mine. 
	~-
	~ 

	Figure
	Now
	Now
	. 


	[ 
	[ 

	It was never meant to be a vacation. It was forever. 
	It was never meant to be a vacation. It was forever. 
	I think he knew thatI wanted to go back for him. I realldid
	. 
	y 
	. 

	Things could have been different. 
	I was going to take him to Las Vegas, I say, adjusting the phone in my hand. 
	What? my uncle asks on the other end. 
	I don't say anything, I just hold the phone to my ear, wondering why my uncle was the one to call instead ofmy mother. 
	Where was she? Where was I? 
	Lafollette-Samson 6
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	ts years 
	ts years 
	Reads easily 

	~ 
	7 years Able to tell 
	the time 
	0 
	years Rides bicycle 
	a

	~ 
	9 years Able to look after a pet
	t\_ 
	lO years Able to perform delicate tasks 
	\ 
	' 
	>
	. 
	6

	Where was I? Where was I? Where was I? 
	3 
	¥-was I? 
	Wherewa~ 
	Where was IWhere was I????
	? 
	? 

	n 
	UtC.,,.-.............. 
	D 

	Where was I? 
	-wasI? 
	My mother buried her husband. My mother buried her son. 1 try to blame her, but 1 can't. James was mine. 
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	Girl
	Girl
	Girl
	. 
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	Cell membrane -----
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	Figure
	Now. 
	Now. 

	I don't see Joseph anymore. I'm finding my own way 
	in this world. 
	in this world. 
	No reason to go back homeTo my motherNot now
	. 
	. 
	. 

	Not anymore
	. 

	I 
	• 

	Now. 
	I think about this baby inside and wonder what she'll be like. 

	Figure
	Now. 
	Now. 
	I wonder Would he still be alive? IfI hadn't left? Would he? 
	""1" 
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	Now
	. 

	He was mine. 
	He was mine. 
	-
	-

	He was mine. 
	-
	-

	He was mine. 
	-
	-

	He was mine. 
	-
	He was mine. 
	-
	-

	Hewa~ 
	Now. 
	I believe in second chancesFor myselFor this baby
	. 
	f 
	. 

	Thisl§therles°!babyJust like James
	. 
	. 

	-

	200 FT 
	61ii" 
	-
	-

	100 FT 
	E 

	30.5 M 
	70FT 
	21.7 M
	l 
	l 
	m 
	m 


	SOFT 
	15.2 M
	m
	m
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	30 FT 
	iiM
	I W W 
	I W W 
	20 FT
	U E 
	U E 
	3 

	6.1 M 
	15 FT
	U 3 m E 
	U 3 m E 

	4.6 M 
	Now
	Now
	. 

	One day, I think I might go to LaVegas
	s 
	. 

	When this baby is olderWhen I can tell her about James
	. 
	. 

	Maybe
	. 

	Maybe one day I'll even start painting like I used to. 

	I
	i




	r--
	r--
	r--
	. 

	Now. 
	I think of my mother sometimes. 
	I wish I could ask her to send me that old guitar James loved so much. 
	But I won't. 
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	• 
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	Now. 
	This baby, a second chance? 
	Plasma 
	Cells 
	Li== --,.---7.500 leukocytes 
	250.000 platelets 
	5 m1!11on erythrocytes 
	Erythrocyte ~
	-

	Hemoglobin 
	I 
	• 

	Now . 
	. I left James. I left Joseph. They were both just fatherless boys. Now my baby will be 
	(fatherles~] 
	I don't think I ever had the ability tstay. I think I was always meant to fly
	o 
	. 

	Like a birdOr an insect with wings
	. 
	. 

	Will this baby be a bird? A tiny littlbird baby
	e 
	? 

	Naw. 

	I think about this baby inside and wonder what she'll be like. 
	....
	....
	"'
	. 
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	Context Essay for Like Las Vegas Narrative Collage Thesis ProjecHistory ofNarrative Collage: Dadaism and Surrealis
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	"Collage," one of the basic elements of the genre of narrative collage, comes from the French word caller, which literally means "to glue." This word refers to the gluing of paper, scraps, and other collage materials onto the surface of a work of art so that the fragments become part of the work of art itself. While narrative collage has been created throughout history, works that combine written narrative with visual imagery have just recently been referred to by the term "narrative collage." Narrative col
	Early pioneers of the genre began creating art, writing, and sometimes a combination of the two that were revolutionary in getting people to think in new, creative ways. Dadaism originated in the mid 1910s and was a movement that avoided a true definition or label in order 
	........
	........
	. 


	to solidify the "free thinking" the movement strived toward. Andre Breton, a pioneer in the 
	to solidify the "free thinking" the movement strived toward. Andre Breton, a pioneer in the 
	to solidify the "free thinking" the movement strived toward. Andre Breton, a pioneer in the 

	Dada movement, stated the following: "Dada is a state of mind ... Dada is artistic free 
	Dada movement, stated the following: "Dada is a state of mind ... Dada is artistic free 

	thinking ... Dada gives itself to nothing ... " (Dadaism). As is evident, the movement itself was 
	thinking ... Dada gives itself to nothing ... " (Dadaism). As is evident, the movement itself was 

	almost defined by its inability to be defined. Artists and writers during the Dada movement 
	almost defined by its inability to be defined. Artists and writers during the Dada movement 

	focused on creating art that would lead people to think differently than they had before, avoiding 
	focused on creating art that would lead people to think differently than they had before, avoiding 

	definitions that would label them and hinder their free thinking abilities. The free thinking 
	definitions that would label them and hinder their free thinking abilities. The free thinking 

	Dadaism encouraged involved challenging the institutions of society including the church, the 
	Dadaism encouraged involved challenging the institutions of society including the church, the 

	government, industry, etc. Early collages were created from "found materials," ordinary objects 
	government, industry, etc. Early collages were created from "found materials," ordinary objects 

	like paper scraps, tickets, or newspapers that individuals would use to create art by layering them 
	like paper scraps, tickets, or newspapers that individuals would use to create art by layering them 

	or gluing them together. These collage techniques were used by artists such as Pablo Picasso 
	or gluing them together. These collage techniques were used by artists such as Pablo Picasso 

	and Georges Braque and are still employed by artists today. Picasso and Braque were also 
	and Georges Braque and are still employed by artists today. Picasso and Braque were also 

	widely known for their creation of an art form during the Dada movement known as "cubism." 
	widely known for their creation of an art form during the Dada movement known as "cubism." 

	Cubism "reduced and fractured objects into geometric forms, and then realigned these within a 
	Cubism "reduced and fractured objects into geometric forms, and then realigned these within a 

	shallow, relief-like space and[ ... ] used multiple or contrasting vantage points" (Heilbrunn 
	shallow, relief-like space and[ ... ] used multiple or contrasting vantage points" (Heilbrunn 

	Cubism). Picasso and Braque's creation of cubist art was revolutionary in that it represented 
	Cubism). Picasso and Braque's creation of cubist art was revolutionary in that it represented 

	people and objects based in reality, but did so by using geometric shapes and bright colors that 
	people and objects based in reality, but did so by using geometric shapes and bright colors that 

	did not show an exact replication of the person or object. 
	did not show an exact replication of the person or object. 

	During the movement, individuals such as writer Hugo Ball attempted to provide 
	During the movement, individuals such as writer Hugo Ball attempted to provide 

	outsiders with a look into Dadaism and its goals. Ball said, "Dada is international in perspective 
	outsiders with a look into Dadaism and its goals. Ball said, "Dada is international in perspective 

	and seeks to bridge differences, Dada is antagonistic toward established society in the modern 
	and seeks to bridge differences, Dada is antagonistic toward established society in the modern 

	avant-garde, Bohemian tradition of the epater-le-bourgeios posture, and Dada is a new tendency 
	avant-garde, Bohemian tradition of the epater-le-bourgeios posture, and Dada is a new tendency 

	in art that seeks to change conventional attitudes and practices in aesthetics, society, and 
	in art that seeks to change conventional attitudes and practices in aesthetics, society, and 

	morality" (Dadaism). As Ball stressed, Dadaism challenged the institutions of society by 
	morality" (Dadaism). As Ball stressed, Dadaism challenged the institutions of society by 
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	opposing rational thinking. Like Breton, Picasso, and Braque, French artist Marcel Duchamp was another pioneer in the Dada movement. One of his most memorable works includes Fountain, a porcelain urinal. The urinal by itself does not appear as a work of art, but the title given to the urinal seems to transform it from an ordinary object into something more fantastic and leads audiences to think about the urinal as something different than itself. Fountain "needed the arrogance of the art world context in or
	After the emergence of Dadaism came the Surrealist movement. According to The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, Surrealism refers to a "literary movement that experimented with a new mode of expression called automatic writing, or automatism, which sought to release the unbridled imagination of the subconscious" that emerged in the late 1910s and early 1920s. Like Dadaists, Surrealists strived to create innovative works of art that expressed the deepest, unrestrained thoughts of the mind. Artists
	After the emergence of Dadaism came the Surrealist movement. According to The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, Surrealism refers to a "literary movement that experimented with a new mode of expression called automatic writing, or automatism, which sought to release the unbridled imagination of the subconscious" that emerged in the late 1910s and early 1920s. Like Dadaists, Surrealists strived to create innovative works of art that expressed the deepest, unrestrained thoughts of the mind. Artists
	thinking about it more thoroughly, as the artist intended, it is clear that is isn't really a pipe, but merely an image of a pipe. The tensions of the painting have been described in the following way: 

	A brief moment of disorientation ensues until the contradiction is resolved-it is not a pipe, but rather a painting of a pipe. Neither the image nor the caption is lying to the viewer. The painting does, however, act out the warning implied by its title: the image is so illusionistic that it is treacherous, making us 'see' something (a real pipe) that is not really there. [ ...] The painting makes us doubt that we can rely on our perception of things (Bradley 41). 
	A brief moment of disorientation ensues until the contradiction is resolved-it is not a pipe, but rather a painting of a pipe. Neither the image nor the caption is lying to the viewer. The painting does, however, act out the warning implied by its title: the image is so illusionistic that it is treacherous, making us 'see' something (a real pipe) that is not really there. [ ...] The painting makes us doubt that we can rely on our perception of things (Bradley 41). 
	This tension, present in many works of art during the Dadaist and Surrealist movements, are part of the overall excitement of creating and viewing collage. Artists have the opportunity to take something obvious and ordinary and make it grand by combining aspects of writing and image. 

	Max Ernst, another accomplished Surrealist artist, was creating art during the early to mid 1900s. Ernst's famous paintings include Ubu Imperator, VoxAngelica, and L'ange du Foyer ou Le Triomphe du Surrealisme, all pieces that "[resemble] a collage in painted form" and combine several forms of artistic expression including "grattage, collage, and decalcomania" (Max Ernst). (Grattage involves scraping or removing dry paint from a canvas, collage combines seemingly unrelated words and images from various sour
	Max Ernst, another accomplished Surrealist artist, was creating art during the early to mid 1900s. Ernst's famous paintings include Ubu Imperator, VoxAngelica, and L'ange du Foyer ou Le Triomphe du Surrealisme, all pieces that "[resemble] a collage in painted form" and combine several forms of artistic expression including "grattage, collage, and decalcomania" (Max Ernst). (Grattage involves scraping or removing dry paint from a canvas, collage combines seemingly unrelated words and images from various sour
	do not relate to each other. However, when the two distant objects meet, their "mutual approach" creates a new form of art, or "poetry" as Ernst refers to it. Each aspect on their own appears completely ordinary, but once they meet in Duchamp's work of art, the two elements transform each other into something completely different and new. 

	Ernst was an early pioneer of hybrids in his creation of Surrealist art and collage and several books developed from Ernst's substantial collage work, including Une Semaine de Bonte (translated from French as A Week ofKindness) and La Femme 100 Tetes (translated from French as The Hundred Headless Woman). Une Semaine de Bonte doesn't contain a written narrative like most contemporary works of narrative collage, but the collection of collage images tells a story as it moves through the "week of kindness." Th
	Oneiric [relating to dreams] visions and erotic fantasies were the stock in trade of the 
	Oneiric [relating to dreams] visions and erotic fantasies were the stock in trade of the 
	Surrealists. For artists concerned with the free association of images, with the 
	meaningful [assembling] of disparate objects, and with the play element in art, collage 
	was the quintessentially appropriate technique. [ ... ] Collage reached its height among 
	the Surrealists (many of whom had been Dadaists earlier), and Max Ernst is generally 

	recognized as its greatest exponent (v). Ernst was creating images that were manifestations of dreams and fantasies, elements that are clearly reflected in his collage work. In Une Semaine de Bonte, each individual collage seems to provide its own unique story and plot, complete with unlikely characters and strange settings and props. La Femme 100 Tetes is very similar to Une Semaine de Bonte, but each of the collages in 
	.......
	.......
	. 


	this book contain captions that help to propel the "story" forward whereas Une Semaine de Bonte doesn't contain a written narrative. The strange captions accompanying each collage don't seem to apply, yet are meant to lead the reader to question their perception of the artwork, just as with The Treachery ofImages. For example, a collage of a man watching a young girl sitting in a machine is accompanied by a caption that reads "where you can see a charming little insect with metallic hair" (Ernst 47). 
	Narrative Collage as a Contemporary Genre 
	Narrative Collage as a Contemporary Genre 

	While narrative collage's foundation began in the early to mid 1900s with the Dada and Surrealist movements, contemporary works of narrative collage look much different from Ernst's Une Semaine de Bonte. Modern narrative collage appears in many forms, such as Heather Cousins' Something in the Potato Room. Although the book received the Kore Press First Book Award for Poetry, it contains elements of prose and poetry as well as images. The narrative appears in small, even columns and is juxtaposed next to bla
	While narrative collage's foundation began in the early to mid 1900s with the Dada and Surrealist movements, contemporary works of narrative collage look much different from Ernst's Une Semaine de Bonte. Modern narrative collage appears in many forms, such as Heather Cousins' Something in the Potato Room. Although the book received the Kore Press First Book Award for Poetry, it contains elements of prose and poetry as well as images. The narrative appears in small, even columns and is juxtaposed next to bla
	woman's decent into madness, the narrative becomes more detached and indistinct, giving 

	readers the opportunity to decide what is going on in the story for themselves. 
	Similar to Cousins' Something in the Potato Room is Claudia Rankine's narrative collage Don't Let Me Be Lonely, a book that the cover refers to as an "American lyric." The lyricism of the language reads like poetry, but seems to tell a story like prose, displaying another instance where narrative collage crosses several generic boundaries. Rankine's book is filled with anatomic diagrams, television screens, road signs, and real images of American life throughout history. The narrative aspect provides a blea
	While both Cousins' and Rankine's works contain less imagery than narrative, Anne Carson's Nox represents a different type of narrative collage altogether. Not only does Carson's book not appear as a book (the narrative itself is in a box that opens like a book), the pages of Nox are contained on one long sheet of paper that has been folded together like an accordion. Carson's Nox is a creative nonfiction piece that chronicles the life of her deceased brother. The publisher's book description describes Nox 
	Nox is an epitaph in the form of a book, a facsimile of a handmade book Anne Carson 
	Nox is an epitaph in the form of a book, a facsimile of a handmade book Anne Carson 
	wrote and created after the death of her brother. The poem describes coming to terms 
	with his loss through the lens of her translation of Poem 101 by Catullus 'for his brother 
	who died in the Troad.' Nox is a work of poetry, but arrives as a fascinating and unique 
	physical object. Carson pasted old letters, family photos, collages and sketches on pages 

	(Nox). Cousins and Rankine described their "narrative collages" as works of poetry and this description describes Nox as a work of poetry, as well. As mentioned, Carson uses a variety of visual aids to share her brother's life with readers through her poetry. Nox is filled with old photographs, letters, drawings, and various Greek terms and definitions. The terms and definitions she provides act in a similar way to the captions in Cousins' book. These aspects of the book further develop and enhance what is 
	The images in Nox have the appearance that they've been cut and pasted into the book, making it seem like it could be a scrapbook commemorating the life of Carson's brother. However, it moves beyond a scrapbook where the progression of images makes the events of Carson's brother' s life become more evident. Several letters appear in the narrative, but only segments of them appear at any given time so the audience learns more about events by reading further. The book is entirely in black and white. This, alo
	Creating a Work ofNarrative Collage 
	Creating a Work ofNarrative Collage 

	When I first began writing the proposal for my thesis project, I imagined my project would tum out much like Cousins' Something in the Potato Room with a dominating narrative and a few images added in. Since it was supposed to be a creative writing project, I felt limited by what I could do with the visual aspects of my project. I was eventually able to look at other works of narrative collage, such as Carson's Nox, and see how other authors were utilizing 
	When I first began writing the proposal for my thesis project, I imagined my project would tum out much like Cousins' Something in the Potato Room with a dominating narrative and a few images added in. Since it was supposed to be a creative writing project, I felt limited by what I could do with the visual aspects of my project. I was eventually able to look at other works of narrative collage, such as Carson's Nox, and see how other authors were utilizing 
	imagery in their works to enhance the narrative. After writing my initial proposal, I decided I wanted to go a different direction. I re-wrote my proposal to reflect all the new sources I was able to look at and decided to include lots of images alongside my narrative. I thought the imagery would be mostly photographs I had taken, but the finished version is full of clips and pictures I pulled from old medical encyclopedias and photographs I had taken of my own brother when he was young. Just as Carson's bo

	Like Las Vegas follows a nameless young woman who has left her chaotic home life behind to pursue a life of her own. In the process, she left her little brother with her irresponsible, nearly absent mother. The narrative is a series of disjointed memories recalled by the narrator a period of time after she has left home and she learns that her brother has died. How he died is not actually revealed, but it is implied that his death was the result of something preventable if someone had been watching him. The
	Like Las Vegas follows a nameless young woman who has left her chaotic home life behind to pursue a life of her own. In the process, she left her little brother with her irresponsible, nearly absent mother. The narrative is a series of disjointed memories recalled by the narrator a period of time after she has left home and she learns that her brother has died. How he died is not actually revealed, but it is implied that his death was the result of something preventable if someone had been watching him. The
	Like Las Vegas follows a nameless young woman who has left her chaotic home life behind to pursue a life of her own. In the process, she left her little brother with her irresponsible, nearly absent mother. The narrative is a series of disjointed memories recalled by the narrator a period of time after she has left home and she learns that her brother has died. How he died is not actually revealed, but it is implied that his death was the result of something preventable if someone had been watching him. The
	relationship with her brother developed and flourished as a result. Many of the images in this section serve as representations of the intense struggle the narrator and her brother experienced throughout childhood. The photos of "James" are really photos I took of my brother, Tyler, when he was around the ages of eight and thirteen. The recurrence of the photos is meant to show that the narrator hasn't moved on from James's death and hasn't come to terms with the fact that she feels like she played a part i


	"Part 2: The Anatomy of it All" is where the narrator talks about her successes and failures as a "mother" for James. The anatomy images in this section not only show the biological connectedness between James and the narrator, but also display their brokenness at the most primal level. The narrator goes back and forth between describing moments in time when James was happy and then talks about times when she failed him and each event is accompanied by an image that represents that moment in time. The image
	"Part 3: Letting it All Out" is a chapter of regret. The narrator leaves home to pursue a life of her own (something that she claims she might not have had any control over) and this section of the narrative is where she recalls her feelings of guilt and how she feels about James's death. The audience also discovers that she has become pregnant and she is questioning herself and her capabilities as a responsible adult and future parent. The images in this section are meant to be indicators that the narrator
	"Part 3: Letting it All Out" is a chapter of regret. The narrator leaves home to pursue a life of her own (something that she claims she might not have had any control over) and this section of the narrative is where she recalls her feelings of guilt and how she feels about James's death. The audience also discovers that she has become pregnant and she is questioning herself and her capabilities as a responsible adult and future parent. The images in this section are meant to be indicators that the narrator
	old nursing guides. Carson also utilizes photographs of her brother in her nonfiction piece which gave me the idea to use photographs of my own brother in my fiction piece. I went through old discs of photos I took of my brother when he young and had several prints made of them so I could tear them or edit them in various ways, much like Carson does with old photographs of her brother/family. 

	In Something in the Potato Room, Cousins often uses quick, disjointed language with sentences that are sometimes only one word long. For example, Cousins writes, 
	In Something in the Potato Room, Cousins often uses quick, disjointed language with sentences that are sometimes only one word long. For example, Cousins writes, 
	Underneath the quilt, a red vinwas growing. SlitheringCrawling up his arm. Sneakysnake. Leaky ache. Should bring down the shears? Thtrimming blades? Or was ithe sort of weed that needeto be uprooted-dug out, itwhite heart held in my palm? (39)
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	I tried to write similarly to Cousins with her quick sentences and sometimes odd use of language that brings out the strangeness of the situation in her narrative and the madness experienced by the narrator. In my piece, I wanted to use language in this way in order to show the fragmented nature of the narrative since it is unclear at what point in time each specific page of the narrative is taking place (except for the sections labeled "now"). I worked to explore themes of death, loss, and loneliness in my
	"I 
	without James. Rankine similarly discusses the themes of death, loss, and loneliness in her book and even how people avoid talking about death or have a lack of understanding about the concept of loss. She talks about a time when she was young and her father's mother passed away. Rankine writes, "Or, to be more precise, he looked to me like someone understanding his aloneness. Loneliness. His mother was dead. I'd never met her. It meant a trip back home for him. When he returned he spoke neither about the a
	without James. Rankine similarly discusses the themes of death, loss, and loneliness in her book and even how people avoid talking about death or have a lack of understanding about the concept of loss. She talks about a time when she was young and her father's mother passed away. Rankine writes, "Or, to be more precise, he looked to me like someone understanding his aloneness. Loneliness. His mother was dead. I'd never met her. It meant a trip back home for him. When he returned he spoke neither about the a
	Like other works of narrative collage, mine employs some of the techniques of the Surrealist movement. For instance, the imagery acts as different lens for the narrative to be viewed because the anatomical diagrams and pictures I use in my narrative don't necessarily reflect what is happening in the narrative. The anatomy images act as metaphors for the family/biological relationships of the characters and for the innate brokenness of the narrator characterized by her inability to stay with her brother and 
	Readers probably won't be aware of what the picture actually depicts, giving them an opportunity to think about the concept of growth and what the picture is portraying. Another example appears later where a picture of a cell undergoing mitosis or "splitting." The caption reads "split, splitting" and is a representation of the broken nature of the narrator's family following her father's death. This picture is meant to be a metaphor and provides a unique representation of a broken family in place of somethi
	The title of my narrative collage, Like Las Vegas, references a conversation between the narrator and James, but represents much more than just their conversation. James is always asking his sister about their father since he died when James was a baby. In this specific conversation, James asks his sister what heaven is like. To the narrator, Las Vegas represents the epitome of escape and a way for her to get away from the chaos of her broken family. To her, Las Vegas would be like heaven, so she tells Jame
	Several of the pages contains bits of lyrics from the song "For Whom the Bell Tolls" by the band Metallica (although I don't actually say the name of the song or the band at any point in the narrative). I chose to make the song lyrics such an important part of the piece because it is a representation of the close relationship between the narrator and her brother. Many of the 
	memories the narrator recalls involve moments when her and James are bonding over this song. They are riding together in the car at one point and are singing this song together. Later, she buys James a guitar and he learns to play this song. Often times when she is remembering moments in the past that she shared with her brother, this song comes up. As a representation of their relationship, the song lyrics sometimes take over the narrative and some individual pages contain nothing but the song lyrics thems
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